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Introduction
- What is camera trap system?
- Why do we need new two-lens 

camera trap systems?



Camera trap system

-  Offer a reliable, minimally invasive, visual 
means of surveying wildlife that substantially 
reduces survey effort.

- Used for quantify species diversity, 
population parameters and animal 
behavioral studies.

Aardvark

Impala
Caravaggi, Anthony, et al. "A review of camera trapping for conservation 
behaviour research." Remote Sensing in Ecology and Conservation (2017).

Camera trap: cameras that are remotely 
activated via an active or passive sensor.



We analyze 100k animal images from 
multiple camera trap systems in 
Mozambique...

Tradition camera trap 
systems cannot estimate 
the body size and moving 
direction of the animals, 
limiting the value of further 
ecological studies 

Camera trap systems have limitations...

Camera locationCaptured animal: Baboon

Captured animal: Nyala



Stereo camera trap system
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Stereo cam





Reconstruction

3D point cloud



Detection

Distance and height



Hardware



Hardware Design

PIR motion sensor



Hardware Design

● 3D-printed mounts for the cameras and PIR sensor



Hardware 



Hardware

● Takes images once it detects motion
○ Takes another image 0.5 seconds 
○ Waits 2 seconds before taking another set of images
○ These delays are adjustable

● Saves images onto a USB drive for easy retrieval



3D Reconstruction



3D Reconstruction Pipeline

preparation



Camera Calibration

This is the preparation step: only need do once for one configuration!
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Camera Calibration
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Camera Calibration

This is the preparation step: only need do once for one configuration!

About 20 times...



Camera Calibration

About 20 times...

Intrinsic matrix (for rectification)

Focal length: f_x, f_y

Principal point offset: x_0, y_0

Axis skew: s



Camera Calibration

About 20 times...

Extrinsic matrix: T and R (for reconstruction)



Stereo Images

Left camera Right camera



Image Rectification

Rectified stereo images



Key Point Detection
Good features: Corners.
Algorithm: SIFT



Correspondence Matching

Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) with 8-point algorithm to match 
corresponding points while discarding outlier correspondences

Fischler and Bolles 1981



Eight-point algorithm



Correspondence Matching

Before discarding After discarding



Correspondence Matching



3D Reconstruction

Rectified Images



3D Reconstruction

Rectified Images Disparity Map (darker = closer)



3D Point Cloud

View 1 View 2

Can’t get height/ depth 
because of noisy points!



Size/ Direction Estimation
                               Unfortunately, our animal star is absent ...



Animal Detection

For human detection:

- Used HOG-based human detector
- Manually corrected
- Could apply deep learning based 

human detector

For animal detection:

- Build deep learning based animal 
detector, could also recognize 
animal species



Body Size (height)

- Find the real-world coordinate of 
bounding box edge point, 
calculate the distance

- If the edge point is not 
reconstructed, find its nearest 
finite neighbor

o

o

top

bottom



Moving Direction

- Find the centroid point of the 
bounding box

- Get the distance from centroid 
point to the camera

o
centroid



Final Results



Person A v.s. Person B

Actual height with shoes on: 1.57 m
Error: 3.8%

Actual height with shoes on: 1.66 m
Error: 4.2%



Conclusion

○ Take stereo images when detecting motion
○ Construct the 3D point cloud from 2D images.
○ Estimate the height/ moving direction of the 

object.



Future Improvements

● Hardware
○ Implement a feature that will upload the images to a web server Software
○ Make images taken by the cameras more consistent

■ Currently need to post-process the taken image (deblur, normalize 
images if the color differs)

○ Test on the captured animal images
● Software

○ Test the system on animals
○ Detection network for animals
○ Field test under special condition: incomplete animal, cross-scenes, different 

depth, etc



Thank you!
Any Questions?


